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JOHN TAFFIN

SHORTY FORTY-FOUR
A hard-hitting, easy-packing .44

Magnum from Magnum Research.

Much of my high school class time was spent
dreaming over gun catalogs. Anyone from that era

will remember the breathtaking pictures of custom rifles
in the Weatherby and Herter's catalogs. It wasn't long
before my main interest switched to sixguns, especially
custom sixguns. At the time, all I could do was dream. It
was also about this same time those who specialized in
customizing cars began to be noticed as a whole industry
grew up, mostly in California. Someday I would have the
custom guns and a custom car.

In 1956, fresh out of high school.
I bought a 1949 Ford Club Coupe.
V-8 stick shift (of course) and set
abotil customizing it. I bull-nosed the
hood with fiberglass, added fender
skirts and twin pipes, and soon
discovered my dream car was eating
deeply into my gun budget. I sold
the car to a friend who won many
drag races with it and I settled down
with a '53 Merc 2-door hardtop that
needed nothing but driving. My gun
budget was safe. It was also about
this same time custom gunsmiths,
specializing especially in 1911s, did
their magic on War surplus .45s.
There had always been a few custom
sixgunsmiths such as Pop Eimer, J.D.
O
'

Meara and R.F. Sedgley going
back to the time between the two
World Wars, however it would be the

1970s before we really saw the advent
of the modern era of the custom

sixgunsmith. Today we have the best
craftsmen who ever lived plying their
trade and there are several dozen all

with a heavily backlogged schedule.
The custom carmakers of

California were soon noticed by
car manufacturers who began to
incorporate some custom styling
ideas in the cars comins from Detroit.

The same thing has happened in the
firearms industry and manufacturers.
such as Magnum Research, are now
plk-riiig sixguns with features,

which

have heretofore only been found on
custom revolvers. Magnum Research
has been offering their BFR (Biggest
Fines] Revolver) for some time now
in several cylinder and frame sizes
and their latest offering is the Shorty
Forty-Four. The BFR was offered
several decades ago as the D-Max
revolver. Magnum Research took
over, not only greatly increasing
production, but also turning this
revolver into a high quality factory/
custom offering.

Now To The Shorty
The Shorty Forty-Four is an all

stainless steel 5"
-baiTeled sixgun

with several custom features. A fully
adjustable rear sight is mated up
with a ramp-front sight, which is
aiiaeheil u* the barrel with a screw.

With factory .44 Magnum loads
available in bullet weights from 165
grains up to and including 340 grains,
even an adjustable rear sight can

'

t

always cover such a range in point of
impact. Magnum Research solves this
problem by including three different
height front-sight blades. The heavier
the bullet normally the higher the
front sight needs to be. In addition
to this excellent sighting system the
massive flat-topped frame is drilled
and tapped for a scope-mount base,
which is included. The barrel features
a recessed muzzle crown that aids in

preventing dinging of the muzzle
(which can result in accuracy going
south very quickly).

SHORTY FORTY-FOUR
MAKER: MAGNUM RESEARCH

130 GODDARD MEMORIAL DR.
WORCHESTER, MA 01603

(508) 635-4273
WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/

MAGNUMRESEARCH

ACTION TYPE:

Single-action revolver
CALIBER:

.44 Magnum
CAPACITY:

5
BARREL LENGTH:

5"

OVERALL LENGTH:

77.25"
WEIGHT:

54 ounces
FINISH:

Brushed stainless steel
SIGHTS:

Adjustable Rear Sight; Interchangeable
Front

GRIPS:

Pachmayr rubber
PRICE:

$1,050

Groups find
with the

Magnum
Research .44

Magnum show
the revolver

is capable of
fine accuracy.
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John found the heavy weight and
Paehmayr grips made shooting the
Magnum Research Shorty Forty-Four
quite pleasant-

.44 MAGNUM FACTORY AMMO PERFORMANCE
LOAD VELOCITY GROUP SIZE

(BRAND, BULLET WEIGHT, TYPE) (FPS) (INCHES)

AMERICAN EAGLE 240 JHP 1,461 1

BLACK HILLS 300 JHP 1,202 2

BLACK HILLS 320 LSWC 1,186 1-1/8
BUFFALO BORE 270 JFN 1,464 1

BUFFALO BORE 305 LBTLFN 1,364 2

BUFFALO BORE 340 LBTLFN 1,376 1-1/4
CORBON 225 DPX 1,402 2

CORBON 320 HC 1,324 1-3/4
FEDERAL 180 JHP 1,675 1

FEDERAL 225 BARNES EXPANDER 1,527 1

FEDERAL 240 HI-SHOK JHP 1,444 1-3/8
HORNADY180 XTP-JHP 1,455 1-1/8
HORNADY 200 XT-JHP 1,432 1-1/2

HORNADY 240 XTP-JHP 1,424 1-1/8

HORNADY 300 XTP-JHP 1,157 | 1-1/4
GARRETT CTGS 310 HAMMERHEAD 1,365 1-1/2

WINCHESTER 210 SILVERTIP HP 1,424 1

WINCHESTER 250 PLATINUM TIP HP \ 1,437 I 1
Notes: Group size is the product of four shots at 20 yards.

Chronograph set at 10' from the muzzle.

Another custom feature is the use

of Allen screws to fasten the grip
frame to the mainframe. The large
headed cylinder pin is also locked in
place by a screw entering from the
bottom. However, the main custom

feature is the cylinder. It is made long
enough to utilize 340-grain bullets, is
chambered for five rounds instead of

six, as are many custom sixguns, to
provide more strength. In addition to
this, the Shorty Forty-Four features a
free spinning pawl, which allows the
cylinder to rotate either clockwise
or counterclockwise for loading and
unloading. Most importantly, if a
bullet should happen to jump the
crimp enough so that it contacts the
back end of the barrel as the cylinder
is rotated, preventing it from rotating

normally, you can simply rotate the
cylinder counterclockwise around to
the loading gate and the offending
round can be ejected.

Free Spinning
This last feature may allow a

cartridge whose bullet has moved
forward to be removed, but

nevertheless it is a good idea to always
keep fresh ammunition in the cylinder.
Two decades ago I did some tests with
both the .454 and heavy .44 Magnum
loads by firing all but one round in the
cylinder, then reloading and repeating
the process. It didn't take long for that
one lone cartridge to start to allow its
bullet to move forward, and no loads

were able to last more than the firing
of 15 rounds before the bullet moved

100% American Tough - Made in USA
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Clip Point

6
.5 open

Drop Point
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ROTON USA Airwolf 3r Auto $175
Combat Tested

"

M. Tl/'OAL 1/4" Thick

Kydex Sheath W Blade Rc58-59 hardness
ROTON USA Talon Dagger $209

9" Overall
"

If Leather Sheath
ROTON Recon Agent XX $229
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i "The PBS-001 case from LockSAF is one
of the best solutions I've seen."

ft-CSe flnteson, "GumySac*; - LrekSflfGuiSafe", i
Atieten tfandgunnef Juiy/flugust 2009, Page 95 J
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.guard your life, sale guard your rights.
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j' Personal Biomelric Sale is designed to
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. No mote keys or combinations . Safe and secure

. Instant Access . Non-volatile 10 fingerprint memory

. CA DOJ Approved Firearm Safety Device

For more information, please visit your
local dealer or www.LockSAF.com

Toll Free: (877) 568-LOCK
Email: customerservlce@LockSAF.com

GUN CARE
ALL IN ONE STEP

If you're not using

PrOlix®
you're working too hard!

Dry Lube
Technology

m
DrSCOVER ITS MANY USES

PrOhx® has been used by
millions over 30 years and
n the field where it counts!

Longer lasting for better
service and protection

Keeps working without
freezing due to its superior
:echnoiogy and quality.

ProChemCo LLC
PO Box 1466

West Jordan UT 84084-8466

801-569-2763

1-800-248-LUBE (5823)
Fax: 801-569-8225

Check us out @
www.prolixlubricant.com
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enough to jam the cylinder. Big
guns are for big situations and fresh
ammunition can prevent them from
becoming bad situations.

The Shorty Forty-Four has a
Ruger-style wide hammer and trigger
along with a transfer-bar action.
Even with the heaviest of loads it is
not uncomfortable to shoot for two

reasons. This is a massive, sturdily
built revolver weighing 54 ounces
empty; the weight comes from not
only a heavy topstrap but also a
heavy bull barrel, full length ejector
rod housing and, of course, all steel
construction. This all cuts down

somewhat on the portability, however
it certainly aids in reducing felt recoil.
This heavy weight is matched up with
a set of what appears to be Pachmayr
checkered rubber grips which fill in
behind the triggerguard preventing
knuckle dusting.

The .44 Magnum kicked hard
in 1956 with the original 240-grain
factory loads. Over the ensuing
decades stouter loads with heavier

bullets have become commonplace,
which of course adds to the recoil

factor. This Magnum Research .44
Magnum is about as pleasant to shoot
with heavy loads as it is possible for
a short-barreled, single-action sixgun
to be. Accuracy, as the results in the
accompanying table show, is excellent
over a wide range of loads using
bullets weighing from 180 grains to
340 grains. With the latter clocking in
at 1,375 fps with a group just over 1",

it is easy to see the manageability of
this big little sixgun.

With its all stainless steel

construction, heavy-duty cylinder and
frame and transfer bar safety, this is
a rugged sixgun which can be carried
safely fully loaded and be packed
with confidence in rough weather
and potentially dangerous situations.
Consider it an insurance policy with
a relatively small price tag for the
custom features provided. j gj

FOR WEB LINKS, GOTO

WWW.GUNSMAGAZINE.COM/PR0DUCTINDEX
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